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New Appointments
SINCE OUR LAST NEWSLETTER, FURTHER HIGH COURT AND SILK APPOINTMENTS HAVE BEEN

ANNOUNCED.
The AWB is delighted to congratulate Mrs Justice Davis on her appointment in January

2010 to the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court Bench.  Formerly a QC with a medical
law practice at 3 Serjeant’s Inn in London, further details about Mrs Justice Davis’ background
and legal career can be found here: www.judicialappointments.gov.uk/897.htm

Congratulations also to our Equality Correspondent, Karon Monaghan QC, who will now
be sitting as a Deputy High Court Judge, see her article on page 4.

In addition, in March 2010, 20 women were appointed to the rank of Queen’s Counsel, a
success rate of 43% among the 46 women who applied in the 2009-10 competition.  275 male
and female candidates applied overall in this competition, with women making up 17% of
applicants.  The number of women appointed this year is an increase of four on the numbers
appointed in the 2008-09 competition, and the AWB is delighted to also congratulate the
following on their appointments:   

Jane Bewsey Zia Bhaloo Claire Blanchard Veronique Buehrlen
Michelle Colborne Jane Cross Louise D’Arcy Anuja Dhir
Naomi Ellenbogen Susan Evans Isabella Forshall Sally Harrison
Sioban Healy Katharine Holland Judith Khan Helen Mountfield
Jemima Stratford Philippa Whipple Anne Whyte Joanne Wick

Workshops
The AWB will be running workshops later in the year to encourage women in particular to

pursue applications for judicial appointment and silk.  Further details will be circulated in due
course – if  you would like to be kept informed about these and other events, please ensure we
have your up-to-date contact details.

Free Pupillage Advice Clinic
In order to assist our most junior members before the deadline for submitting OLPAS and

many non-OLPAS pupillage applications, the AWB is holding a free practical Pupillage Advice
Clinic giving tips on making applications for pupillage at the self-employed and employed Bar
on Wednesday 14th April 2010 from 5.30-7.30pm at 25 Bedford Row, London.

Open to all student and pre-pupillage AWB members and at no extra cost, the Clinic will
give insights into the practicalities of the pupillage process and making your application stand
out, and a significant part of the Clinic will provide an opportunity (if  you wish)  to receive
individual advice on your draft application documents.

We have contacted electronically all student members for whom we have email addresses, as
well as advertising at the Inns and BVC courses.  If  you would like to attend, please email Fiona
Jackson at fj@33cllaw.com by 13th April 2010 to register.

Counsel Magazine
Kim Hollis QC has an article in the April edition of  Counsel magazine, "Separation

Anxiety" pp 28-30, on women serving prison sentences and the Corston Report, following her
recent visit to Styal Prison in Cheshire. This follows up the theme of the AWB workshop at last
November's Bar Conference and assessing the impact on family life. 

President: The Hon. Mrs. Justice Cox DBE Spring 2010

News
Editor’s message

Our Easter edition of  the
Newsletter includes news of  new
appointments – our Congratulations
to all those women newly appointed
Silk, as well as to Mrs Justice Davis on
her appointment to the High Court. 

Our feature article examines the
recent high-profile sex and racial
discrimination case brought against
her Chambers by Dr Aisha Bijlani; the
decision having just been handed
down, this seems an opportune
moment to consider the position of
discrimination now - it being 2010
you might consider the idea almost
outdated, that if  we aren’t ‘there’, we
soon will be. This may be speaking too
soon.  

And we start a series of  articles
examining the experience of  women
entering the profession. Beginning
with a current pupil’s experiences in
2009-2010, we will hear in the next
few editions what it was like to be a
pupil in past decades - the 1970s
pupils in particular are promising me
some very funny reminiscences.
Naturally, we want to hear from our
members, so please let me know if
you’d like to contribute to this series
(credited or anonymously, as you like).

I am also, as ever, keen to hear
from any members wanting to
contribute articles on any subject that
affects your professional lives, or who
have pieces of  news or photos to send
in – please don’t hesitate to email me,
all comments and suggestions are very
welcome. 

I hope you enjoy this latest edition
of  the AWB newsletter.

Janey Burton
Editor, Newsletter
AWBEditor@googlemail.com 
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Membership of the AWB
In response to feedback, we have designed a new, simpler

membership form, and this is available on the AWB website
www.womenbarristers.co.uk 

Save the date
On 18th May 2010, the AWB will hold its Summer Drinks

party. The President, The Hon. Mrs Justice Cox, will attend.

CONFERENCES WHICH MAY INTEREST THE AWB MEMBERSHIP

THIS SUMMER INCLUDE

• The 4th International Bar Association World Woman 
Lawyer Conference in London, 15-16 April 2010 

• FLBA Annual Cumberland Lodge Weekend, 7-9 May 
2010

• The 4th Civil Mediation Council Conference in 
London, 11 May 2010

• The 3rd European Conference on Mediation at Bourg la 
Reine, Paris,  27-28 May 2010 

• The Inaugural Conference of  the Centre for Family Law 
and Practice, London, Metropolitan University, 30 
July 2010

The IBA WWLC 15-16 April 2010, 
Connaught Rooms, Great Queen Street 

The AWB is a sponsoring organisation of  this conference
and a new member of  the Committee, Roshnee Mansingh, is
speaking in the Rainmaking session on the first day.  The AWB
has a stand in the exhibition and the Association’s Chairwoman,
Kim Hollis QC, will be attending the conference Dinner at the
Law Society.  Full details, including a booking form, are on the
AWB website.  This is primarily an international networking
opportunity as the conference is run by the Women’s Interest
Group and the European Group of  the IBA and will have many
international participants as well as (mostly solicitor) local
practitioners. As it is held in the Connaught Rooms, a few
minutes’ walking distance from the Inns and the legal village, it
may be a good opportunity to sample the IBA’s approach to
international conferencing without travelling a long distance to
its annual conferences – this year’s is in Vancouver, Canada, in
October. To book, see our website, www.womenbarristers.co.uk

FLBA Annual Cumberland Lodge Weekend 
7-9 May 2010

For the large section of  the AWB membership practising at
the Family Bar, this annual FLBA weekend in Windsor Great
Park is also a useful networking session, combining as it does
contributions from the Bar, the Judiciary and specialist
academics, as well as perspectives from Resolution, the
Solicitors’ Family Law Association, whose current Chairman
usually attends.  The informal atmosphere is particularly

conducive to sharing information on, and experiences of, topical
issues in Family Law over a longer period than the annual one
day conference allows, as the weekend runs from Friday night
until after Sunday lunchtime. The background of  the Great Park
and the grounds of  the former home of  Queen Victoria’s
youngest daughter combine to provide an ideal setting for a
relaxing weekend, which also provides specialist CPD!

The Saturday night dinner and after-dinner entertainment
is not, however, conducive to driving home but daytime only
attendance is also possible.  Booking needs to be prompt
though, as places for the weekend fill up quickly. For bookings
contact CarolH@BarCouncil.org.uk

The 4th Civil Mediation Conference in London, 
11 May 2010

This is an annual conference which provides a useful update
on topical issues in mediation, which is, since the recent Jackson
Report, an even more important alternative skill in the
barrister’s portfolio of  professional services.  The conference is
also another excellent networking event as besides many
solicitors who are actively in favour of  mediation, as opposed to
litigation, it attracts mediators from outside the legal profession.
Some of  the best mediators are women and at an economically
straitened time when building and keeping a practice is more
difficult than usual the development of  a mediation group is
becoming attractive to many sets of  Chambers.  The CMC,
chaired by the former Court of  Appeal Judge, Sir Henry
Brooke, has set itself  the task of  increasing the use of  mediation
annually so this could be the time to find out whether entering
the steadily expanding field of  mediators would benefit our
members’ practices.  For bookings contact the CMC Registrar,
Tracey Stewart, tastewart450@hotmail.com  

The  3rd European Conference on Mediation at Bourg
la Reine, Paris, 27-28 May 2010

This is a conference organised by EMNI (the European
Mediation Network Initiative) and the English CMC is
represented at it: two CMC officers (Hon. Secretary, Jonathan
Dingle and Judith Kelbie) who regularly attend these events
are also speaking.   The conference takes place near Orly
Airport, in the south of  the Greater Paris region.  The
organisers say that delegates from 20 countries are expected
and it will probably attract mostly French, German and other

Forthcoming Conferences Spring-Summer 2010
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European mediators who also attend the conferences of
GEMME, the Judicial Mediation organisation based in Paris,
which has a UK arm. More details (in English) and
registration forms can be obtained from Mr Justice Singer at
the RCJ.  petersinger@dsl.pipex.com or from Frances Burton,
frb@frburton.com

The Inaugural Conference of  the Centre for Family Law
and Practice, London Metropolitan University, 
30 June-2 July 2010.  

This is a specialist Child Law conference on the three
linked topics of  International Child Abduction, Forced
Marriage and Relocation, which has attracted a very
distinguished international group of  speakers from around the

world who are presenting cutting edge research and practical
insights into these 3 currently concerning issues in Family Law.
It will be very useful to Family practitioners who want to be
up to speed in these fast moving fields.  Lord Justice Thorpe is
amongst the speakers and in his paper will be reviewing the
vexed problems of  Relocation which have attracted academic
and practitioner comment since the decision in Payne v Payne
did not take the opportunity to review the authorities.  Full
details and a booking form are on the AWB website: see
www.womenbarristers.co.uk  

Frances Burton
Frances Burton, Vice President, International Affairs

Arriving at Croydon County Court on a rainy Monday last
October, I wondered what to do with the spare hour I’d
allowed myself  to get there. Two teas and a Danish pastry

from the station later found me hovering outside the District
Judges’ waiting room, about to start my first day of  pupillage.
There were – still are – many such moments, feeling lost and
unsure and unsuccessfully trying to keep out of  everyone’s way.
Fortunately, everyone at Three Dr Johnson’s Buildings has
tolerated my mistakes with patience, watching me send my first
fax four times (I couldn’t work out which way to put the paper
in), up-end the entire contents of  a room to find a collar I was
already wearing, and master the mechanics of  the loose-leaf
book, to mention only a few.

I am an ‘only’ pupil in a small set specialising in Family and
Civil work. The experience seems to be very different from that
of  my peers in larger sets, particularly in the sense that everyone
takes a personal interest in my development and people pop in
to ask how things are going on a daily basis. It seems too that
the old ‘pupils should be seen and not heard’ rule has been
shelved here - in private, I’m encouraged to express opinions on
any cases I see to a degree which might well be frowned upon
in more hierarchical sets. 

Pupillage itself  splits into three periods of  four months –
one in Family Law, which I have recently completed, the next in
Civil, then back to Family. My first four months in Family Law
ended on a high note, with a final hearing in the High Court
dealing with issues of  Residence, Contact and Parental
Responsibility between two homosexual couples. As the case
unfolded two key themes emerged: what it means to be a parent,
and who is and is not part of  a child’s ‘nuclear family’. It was
fascinating to be working on such complex issues, and not at
all what I’d imagined I’d be doing in my first few months.
However, it was also a cautionary lesson on how quickly even the

most involved of  cases comes to an end, and then it’s time to
move on to a new set of  instructions.

My current seat is in Housing Law, which has involved more
work within Chambers and less observation in court. As well as
a new area of  law, I’m in a new room, as I’ve shifted my ever-
growing pile of  notebooks upstairs. Fortunately, apart from
having to climb the extra set of  stairs, I’ve settled in well to my
new home, thanks to a warm welcome – and lots of  chocolate
- from my new room-mates. 

Pupils are often told they’re facing a year-long interview, but
in my experience that is misleading. It very quickly becomes
clear that the first and most important test isn’t tenancy but the
first day on your feet – looming for me in a few weeks’ time. The
Inns organise a compulsory course of  advocacy training to help
pupils with this, and we’re also given training in practice
management and basic accounting. However, no amount of
training can entirely take away the sleepless nights, and it would
be silly to pretend I’m not apprehensive about the coming
months. Fortunately my experience of  pupillage so far has been
overwhelmingly positive and I look forward to my next visit to
Croydon County Court – if  nothing else I’ll know where to buy
a decent Danish pastry.

Briony Palmer
Pupil
Three Dr Johnson’s Buildings

Was your year of  pupillage as enjoyable? If  you’d like to share
your own experiences, please let me know – Ed.

Finding My Feet:

2009/10 pupil reflects on her first six months
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The past month has been a busy one for those of  us
concerned about equality in the legal professions. Dr
Bijlani, an Asian woman barrister of  4 New Square

Chambers, lost her case of  race and disability
discrimination against those Chambers in the employment
tribunal. Our twelfth Supreme Court justice was appointed
– another man, as it happens. Those who ‘expressed an
interest’ in becoming Deputy High Court judges have learnt
whether they are to be so appointed.  And the Advisory
Panel on Judicial Diversity 2010 published their first
report. 1 What does all of  this tell us, if  anything?  

The widely reported case of  Dr Bijlani against
successive heads of  her Chambers , 4 New Square
Chambers, promulgated an image of  the Bar which was
decidedly grim.  Dr Bijlani was not successful, in the event,
in any of  her claims of  race and disability discrimination
but in dismissing those claims, the tribunal made a number
of  findings of  fact which do not serve to promote an image
of  the Bar with which equality practitioners could be
proud.  Dr Bijlani had alleged that her career had been
impeded by a clerks’ room that had been, in the first place,
engaged in racially discriminatory clerking practices.  On
experiencing a reactive depression in consequence of  those
discriminatory practices said to be grounded in race, she
alleged that her Chambers engaged in disability
discrimination, by a failure to make reasonable adjustments
amongst other things.  As I have said, all of  these claims
were dismissed and 4 New Square Chambers (and their
clerks) were found not to have discriminated against Dr
Bijlani at all.  However, in the very lengthy decision,2 the
tribunal found, amongst other things, that an incident had
occurred in May 2000 where a clerk in Dr Bijlani’s

Chambers had, inadvertently, left a message on the
answerphone of  the Chambers’ receptionist (a Black
woman), having assumed that the call had been terminated,
mimicking the receptionist’s Caribbean accent and
including the remark directed to his colleagues that he
“hate[d] educated wogs”.3 That led to a complaint to the
police by the receptionist who retrieved the message and,
in due course, in Chambers entering a compromise
agreement in the sum of  £45,000 “drawing a line under
all her potential claims against Chambers and the employees
concerned” and “that on that basis [the receptionist] did
not intend to pursue the matter of  criminal charges any
further”.4 Following an investigation by one senior
member of  Chambers it was recommended that the clerk
who made the remark, and the senior clerk who overheard
the remark, should be dismissed.  That was not accepted
by the members of  the Chambers’ executive committee and
instead the clerks involved were given written warnings and
appropriate racial awareness training.  

It is difficult to think of  a modern work environment,
outside of  the Bar, where such conduct – plainly unlawful
and grossly racist – would have resulted in anything other
than summary termination.  Thereafter, according to the
tribunal’s findings of  fact, another member of  Chambers
in 2004 referred to a Black Minority Ethnic (BME)
member of   Chambers as a “greedy cunt” which led the
barrister concerned, unsurprisingly, to question whether the
“underlying culture in the clerks’ room”, following the
comment made on the receptionists’ answerphone in 2004,
had changed as the remark was overheard by the BME
barrister concerned.  That resulted in an oral warning with
a letter recording the same placed on the member of  staff ’s

Where are we now? 
An examination of the state of equality in 2010

Karon Monaghan QC

1 http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/advisory-panel-judicial-diversity-2010.pdf.
2 191 pages: see decision in case no. 2203561/2008 sent to the parties on 3rd March 2010.
3 Paragraph 222.
4 Paragraph 226.
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file for six months.  The same clerk that had been abusive
about the BME barrister then, following the break-up of  a
relationship between him and another employee of
Iranian/Persian nationality, verbally abused her so
aggressively that she picked up the phone to call for help.
The abuse included describing her as a “slut”, a “whore”,
a “slag”, and a “fucking cunt”.  He also said at one point
that she had “sucked Iranian cock” and ended his abuse by
stating “don’t worry we’ll get rid of  your lot, do it myself,
get rid of  your lot”.  The clerk was, at least, suspended but
thereafter permitted to resign with the assurance that “any
reference would refer to the fact that there had been an
incident following which he had chosen to resign”.5 The
head of  Chambers afterwards circulated an e-mail to
members of  Chambers that he had accepted “with
considerable regret” the resignation of  the clerk concerned
who had “given very valuable and loyal service and that he
knew that very many members of  Chambers and staff
would be very sad that he was going”.6 Whilst there would
not be any “send off ” in the usual way, according to the
head of  Chambers, there was nothing to stop anyone
expressing their gratitude to him for his time as a clerk.  He
also precluded any discussion with staff  about the matter
and directed that if  any outside query were to be raised, it
was to be said that he left on mutually agreed terms.  To an
outsider, this might smack of  a cover up and again it is
difficult to see why such unlawful and explicitly sexist and
racist conduct did not result in summary termination of
his employment.  Other incidents occurred, including in
2006 when comments were made by an employee about a
black junior member of  staff. These remarks were recorded
by the then senior clerk, to whom the member of  staff
concerned complained that the black junior member of
staff  came to work late “because he is black” and that “this
country shouldn’t allow people of  different races to come
here and behave like this”.  That resulted again, in a verbal
warning.7 The warning recorded that the senior clerk was
“satisfied that [his] behaviour towards [the black junior
member of  staff] was not because of  any racist attitudes
and I do not believe that you are prejudiced against him”.8

How such explicit racism could be so condoned is
bemusing to me and may be bemusing to others with an
interest in equality at the Bar.  

Other concerning matters emerged from the decision
which merits reading in full.  The Tribunal in terms found
that in relation to certain of  these episodes, and the broader
picture, there were certain clerks who, to a greater or lesser
degree, and at different times, displayed racist attitudes; and
that was enough, according to the tribunal, “against the
further background of  the disparity between the claimant’s
fees and those of  her comparators” to cause the statutory
burden of  proof  to shift (that is, that there was evidence
from which a tribunal could conclude in the absence of  an
adequate explanation that the Claimants’ Chambers9 had
racially discriminated against her).10 As I have mentioned,
in the event they dismissed those claims, finding other, non-
discriminatory, explanations for the experiences of  the
Claimant.  Nevertheless, the findings make fairly shocking
reading for one used to addressing the now fairly high
standards set by equality law for the promotion of  equality
and diversity in the workplace.  

Challenging discrimination at the Bar is, of  course, very
important indeed.  This is not just because women enjoy
the right to join the professions on equal terms and to
engage in professional life on a substantively equal basis,
having regard to all human rights and equality instruments,
domestically, regionally and internationally, but also
because the presence of  women in broadly equal numbers
ensures that the delivery of  justice is not improperly
gendered.  Women make an important contribution to this
through their presence at the Bar.  However, importantly,
too, the Bar remains the main pool from which the judiciary
is selected.  If  women are not present at the senior levels of
the Bar because they are discouraged by discriminatory
practices or disadvantaged directly by them, they will be
lost to the judiciary too.  Nor is it just white women that
the Bar needs to retain and the judiciary needs to have join
their ranks, but all women so that the diversity of  women’s

5 Paragraph 247 – 250.
6 Paragraph 251.
7 And a direction that he attend equality and diversity training.
8 Paragraph 260.
9 Sued through the successive Heads of Chambers.
10 Section 54A, Race Relations Act 1976.  



experiences are properly reflected in the professions.  In
2008 I wrote: "The judiciary as it is currently constituted
does not reflect the community it serves.  The higher up
the judicial ladder one looks, the more homogenous the
judiciary appears.  There is only one woman Lord of
Appeal in Ordinary (or Law Lord), no women or black or
ethnic minority heads of  division, and no black or ethnic
minority judges in the Court of  Appeal or in the House of
Lords.11 These are the courts that are ultimately
responsible for the interpretation and application of  law,
including equality law.  It is also telling that the further up
one goes, the higher the rate of  non-response to monitoring
requests, suggesting that a significant proportion of  our
senior judges lack an understanding of  why monitoring is
important – perhaps again a worrying insight for equality
practitioners”.12 The position has not changed.  

The occasion presented itself  recently to add greater
diversity to our Supreme Court.  We still have only one
woman in the Supreme Court and certainly have never had
a black Law Lord or Supreme Court Justice and one seems
a very long way off.  On this occasion, there were plainly
qualified women, at least. Even adopting the conventional
practice of  recruiting (save in exceptional circumstances)
from the Court of  Appeal bench, there were three women
– all of  whom plainly highly qualified and very highly
regarded – who could have been selected.  It is not known
whether they all applied, though reports indicate that at
least one was short listed (Lady Justice Arden). 13

The picture painted of  the professions is not improved
by either the very widely reported facts in the Bijlani case
or, though very different, of  course, the continued
homogeneity of  the judiciary.  Increasing diversity at the
Bar and in the judiciary will depend upon the continuing
delivery of  the message that they are truly accessible and

that a career can be enjoyed within them on equal terms,
irrespective of  gender, race and so on.  The “Neuberger”
report14 made a number of  recommendations directed at
making the Bar as accessible as possible to those from less
privileged backgrounds, in particular to those who are less
advantaged socially, educationally, financially, and to those
who feel discriminated against on grounds of  ethnicity,
gender, physical ability, or age. 15 Lord Neuberger
described his own view in the foreword to the report, as
follows: "The Bar can only flourish and retain public
confidence if  it is a diverse and inclusive profession.
Diversity and inclusivity extend not only to gender, ethnic
origin, physical ability, religious belief, and sexual
orientation, but every bit as much to social, economic and
educational circumstances and background, and to age.
Diversity and inclusivity are essential if  a modern
profession is to maximise its credibility and to contribute
to a fairer and more effective society.” 16

As to the barriers to effective access to the Bar, the
report identified as relevant to its considerations two main
types of  barrier for prospective barristers: 

“Those two barriers, which are in practice connected,
are social (which very often includes educational) and
economic in nature.  So far as the social aspect is concerned,
the Bar is perceived in many quarters as predominantly
populated by those from socially, financially and
educationally privileged backgrounds.  Some people see it
as disproportionately populated from public schools and
Oxbridge.  Like many perceptions, whether or not justified,
it has a strong element of  self-fulfilment.  Thus, the
perception can discourage people from less privileged
backgrounds, many minority groups, or indeed more
mature people, and those advising them, from considering
the Bar as a profession.  Our concern is to get rid of  the
perception, and of  any grounds which might be cited to
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11 www.judiciary.gov.uk
12 “Diversity in the Judiciary: Where we are and why it matters”, Karon Monaghan (1998) EOR 180.
13 http://www.ukscblog.com/article.asp?id=615
14 “Entry to the Bar: Working Party Final Report” (November 2007) Bar Council, available at 

http://cms.barcouncil.rroom.net/assets/documents/FinalReportNeuberger.pdf
15 Paragraph 1.
16 Foreword and see too paras 20 and 23.
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justify it …  As to the economic problem, embarking on a
career at the Bar involves present expense and loss of
income plus future financial and employment risk.” 17

There is no doubt that the barriers identified by the
Neuberger report are very real.  However, there are some
barriers found in the institution of  the Bar itself. Thus
some of  the barriers to equality at the Bar cannot be located
in extraneous circumstances (social and economic
disadvantage; perceptions).  The majority of  barristers by a
long way continue to be men18 the higher up the ranks of
the Bar one goes, the fewer women are seen with women
comprising around 10.54% of  Silks at the Bar of  England
and Wales19 in December 2009. The recent Silk round
attracted a small proportion of  women, with only 17% of
all applicants being women. 20 This in part reflects attrition
rates for women, contributed to by the particular
difficulties posed for women by practice at the self-
employed Bar, and as alluded to in the Neuberger report. 21

Nevertheless, there also seems no doubt that things are
improving at the Bar. Many people at the Bar and in the
institutions of  the Bar (the Bar Council and Inns of  Court)
expend great energy in the struggle for equality. The
Equality and Diversity Code for the Bar now sets out
requirements for fair recruitment, fair access to work and
maternity/paternity and parental leave, and flexible and
part-time working, amongst other things. 22 Chambers
now are bound to, and do, routinely make provision for
maternity leave, flexible working and so on. However, the
dominant culture of  the Bar is still one which is centred on
a male work norm, which assumes no caring
responsibilities, and that progression will be achieved by
excessively long working hours.  There were allusions to this
in the Bijlani decision, where the tribunal recorded the

descriptions of  the “work ethic” of  certain of  the
comparators relied upon by the Claimant.  One described
how “from the outset, and with the agreement of  his wife,
family life was fitted around work and social life fell by the
wayside.  He spoke of  working a standard 75-80 hour
week.”23 Another described getting the first tube into
Chambers at 5.30am and working long hours on weekdays
and weekends.24 The tribunal described them as
“exceptionally driven and – in colloquial terms –
workaholic individuals”.25 Whilst it was not said or found
that the Claimant was any less ambitious than her
comparators or indeed that the particular Chambers
required such an “obsessive and driven approach”, 26 it is
an image that many practitioners will recognise as reflective
of  the expectations and culture of  the Bar.

What further can be done, if  anything, by the Bar
Council? The law provides a framework for progressing
equality as between men and women. Thus, the Bar Council
is under a specific duty to prepare and publish a Gender
Equality Scheme, pursuant to an Order made under the Sex
Discrimination Act 1975. Such a Scheme is designed to
secure compliance with the general Gender Equality Duty
enacted in 2006, by ensuring that the necessary
institutional arrangements are in place so to do.  This
general Gender Equality Duty requires public authorities
when carrying out their functions to have due regard to the
need to eliminate unlawful discrimination and harassment
and to promote equality of  opportunity between men and
women.  

Specific statutory duties enacted under the Sex
Discrimination Act impose duties on listed public
authorities, including the General Council of  the Bar, to
prepare and publish a Gender Equality Scheme by 30th

17 Paragraph 13.
18 As at December 2009 the Self Employed Bar in England and Wales comprised 8,381 men and 3,860 women: 

http://www.barcouncil.org.uk/assets/documents/5%20Annual%20statistics%202009.pfd
19 Ibid.
20 http://www.qcappointments.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/selection-panel-report-2009-10-FINAL.doc
21 Paragraph 317.
22 http://www.barstandardsboard.org.uk/assets/documents/EqualityCode081104.doc
23 Para 121.
24 Ibid.
25 Para 123.
26 Para 123.
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April 2007.  A Gender Equality Scheme is a scheme
showing how the Bar intends to fulfil its general Gender
Equality Duty, just described. 27 Such a Scheme must set
out the overall objectives which the Bar has identified as
being necessary for it to perform its general Gender
Equality Duty and it must state the actions which the Bar
has taken or intends to take to gather information on the
effects of  its policies and practices on men and women and,
in particular, the extent to which they promote equality
between its male and female members, amongst other
things.28 The Scheme must be implemented within the
period of  three years beginning with the date on which it
is prepared and published. This means that the information
gathering duties (and the making use of  that information)
as well as the fulfilment of  the objectives that the scheme
sets out for the purposes of  meeting the general Gender
Equality Duty must be met within that three year period.  A
review of  the Bar Council’s website demonstrates that the
Bar has not yet published such a scheme. Such information
as I have been able to discover (from the equality and
diversity team) indicates that such a scheme exists. A copy
of  a scheme has been provided to me on request. However,
such scheme has not been published 29; was only agreed by
the equality and diversity committee in January 2009
(nearly two years after the last date on which the law
required its adoption 30), contrary to law, and has not been
agreed (so far as I can deduce) by the General Council of
the Bar (or the BSB) on whom the legal obligation to
comply rests.  This is not simply important because one
would expect the Bar Council of  all institutions to be
complying with its legal obligations but also because the

specific duties on the Bar are designed to impose a robust
and time limited legal framework for promoting equality
as between men and women in the profession.  The Bar has
failed, without explanation, that I have been able to deduce,
to meet that obligation. 31

In addition to the difficulties that remain at the Bar,
there are still inadequacies in the system for judicial
appointment.  The Advisory Panel on judicial diversity has
just published its report “The Report of  the Advisory
Panel on Judicial Diversity 2010”.32 The report starts by
observing that:  "There is a strong case for a more diverse
judiciary not only should there be equality of  opportunity
for those eligible to apply, but in a democratic society the
judiciary should reflect the diversity of  society and the legal
profession as a whole.  Judges drawn from a wide range of
backgrounds and life experiences will bring varying
perspectives to bear on critical legal issues.  A judiciary
which is visibly more reflective of  society will enhance
public confidence.”33

The report makes a large number of  recommendations
including that there should be a fundamental shift in
approach from a focus on individual judicial appointments
to the concept of  a judicial career.  Such a career approach
to the judiciary is likely to help in increasing diversity
because an identifiable career structure through which one
might gain experience for promotion is likely to promote
confidence in the process, accessibility and deliver
minorities, including women, into more senior roles.    The
report identifies the link between diversity in the profession

27 Sex Discrimination Act 1975 (Public Authorities) (Statutory Duties) Order 2006 SI 2006/2930, Article 2.
28 ibid
29 I have pointed this failure out to the Bar Council and I am told that it will ‘now’ be placed on the web site. In the, albeit, short time since 

that conversation and completing this piece, it has not been placed on the web site.
30 According to the information I have been given.
31 The Bar Council’s website records that: “The Bar Council and Diversity Committee Working Group has developed an interim gender
equality scheme and this can be accessed via the consultation section of the Bar Council website”,
http://www.barcouncil.org.uk/guidance/EqualitiesLegislationStatutoryDutiesOfPublicAuthorities/.  A visit to the consultation section lists the
Bar Council’s interim gender equality scheme consultation (http://www.barcouncil.org.uk/consultations/pastconsultations/) but the link was
not active when I sought to activate it on 28/3/2010.  As to the “Reports” section of the web site, where one might expect to see the
outcome of that consultation (said to have occurred in 2007), there is no mention of it and nor is there any reference to it under the
“Responses to Consultation Papers” section of the website.  There appears then, to have been a draft interim  Gender Equality Scheme sent
out for consultation but no such scheme has been finalised and none is accessible on the Bar website or through other efforts that I have made
via the Bar Council directly, notwithstanding the obligation to publish it, presumably because there is no scheme in place.
32 http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/advisory-panel-judicial-diversity-2010.pdf
33 Paragraph 1.
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and judicial diversity34 and thus recommends that the legal
professions, as well as the judiciary, put in place systems for
supporting suitable and talented candidates from under
represented groups to apply for judicial appointment.35 But
there remain structural difficulties with the judicial
appointments process.  

Presently, access to the senior ranks of  the judiciary
generally depends upon experience as a senior member of
the Bar – almost always in self-employed practice and
almost always (at least it appears) having achieved
appointment to Silk.  Promotion thereafter almost always
depends upon experience in the judicial ranks.  The
establishment of  the Judicial Appointments Commission
has, of  course, helped greatly in raising confidence in the
process for selecting for judicial appointment.  However,
the Judicial Appointments Commission does not have
statutory responsibility for the selection for appointment of
all judicial office holders.  Importantly, it has no
responsibility, subject to a small qualification, for selecting
for appointment Deputy High Court judges (or section
9(1) judges), as they are known.  These are judges
appointed under section 9(1) of  the Senior Courts Act
198136 to sit in a relevant court.  Most recently, 49 such
appointments have been made of  Circuit Judges and
Recorders to sit in the High Court, as part-time, or Deputy,
High Court judges.  Of  course, the experience of  sitting as
a judge of  the High Court under section 9(1) will be
extraordinarily valuable for anybody seeking, or thinking
about, appointment to the High Court Bench.  The
Constitutional Reform Act which establishes the Judicial
Appointments Commission,37 the Commission with the
responsibility, on the appropriate requests having been
made, for determining the selection process, applying the
selection process and making a selection decision in relation
to a large number of  judicial offices, including High Court

judges.  However, they do not have responsibility for the
appointment of  section 9(1) judges.  Instead section 9(2D)
of  the Senior Courts Act provides that in the case of  the
request to a Circuit Judge or a Recorder to act as a judge of
the High Court, pursuant to section 9(1), the appropriate
authority (being the Lord Chief  Justice or a judicial office
holder nominated by him) may make the request only with
the concurrence of  the Judicial Appointments Commission.  

In the recent round of  appointments, “expressions of
interest” were invited by qualified candidates.  This was
done by notifying existing Recorders and advertising in the
professional journals and so on, that it was proposed to
appoint Deputy High Court Judges under section 9(1) to
the Queen’s Bench Division.  Historically, as I understand
it, appointments were made by simply identifying persons
who would be suitable and approaching them directly.  The
process adopted for the purposes of  this round is obviously
preferable to that because it at least allowed interested and
qualified candidates to express an interest.  The qualities
required were described in broad terms.  However, there
was no application form, no interview or formal assessment
process (beyond the self-assessment undertaken by
candidates in expressing an interest) and no references.38

The process, so far as I can deduce 39 involved simply
identifying how one considered one met the qualities
identified (and without an application form this took
varying forms, as I understand it) and thereafter such
expressions of  interest were sent to the Presiding judges of
one’s Circuit. The Presiders were then invited to make
recommendations by reference to the qualities required in
relation to the candidates who had expressed an interest
and their own requirements.  The guidance to the Presiders
that was circulated to candidates indicates that they were
required to give brief  reasons in respect of  those candidates
they did not recommend, by reference to the qualities

34 Recommendation 12.
35 Recommendation 13.
36 Previously the Supreme Courts Act 1981.
37 Section 61 Constitutional Reform Act 2005.
38 Though expressions of interest were sent to Presiders who were invited to recommend or not, depending on with reference to their 

requirements, as well as the qualities set out in the advertisement, it cannot be presumed that they will have experience of your work 
(because of the possibility of moving Circuits; or of being appointed to do work off-Circuit, for example. 

39 I am aware of the process because I was an applicant – or an expresser of interest.  I was successfully appointed but that does not 
alleviate my concerns.
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identified, but there is no indication that they were required
to give reasons in respect of  those who they did
recommend.  Thereafter the concurrence of  the Judicial
Appointments Commission was sought, and apparently
obtained, for the authorisations sought to be made.  It
appears that the role of  the Judicial Appointments
Commission is to ensure that the process is properly
conducted.  However, it is difficult to see on what basis
they could properly concur with the recommendations
given the absence of  transparency around the process and
the lack of  formality. Beyond the self-assessment and the
recommendation of  the Presider, there was no process in
place that I can discern.  There was not even consistency
ensured by the development of  an application form.
Without interviews, objective assessments and the like it is
difficult to see how this process could properly meet the
requirements of  a modern appointment process at such
senior level.  Finally, there was no monitoring of  candidates
and successful applicants by reference to gender, ethnicity
or disability status to ensure that the outcome fairly
reflected the candidate pool.

What, therefore, do all the matters above demonstrate,
if  anything?  In my view, they show that we still have a long
way to go if  we are to ensure that equality at the Bar and in

the judiciary are to be secured.  They also show us that there
is a close link between equality at the Bar and equality in the
judiciary.  They further show us that robust measures need
to be in place to ensure that equality is promoted, and in
the end, delivered.  As the Neuberger report remarked,
perceptions about the Bar and the judiciary can become
self-fulfilling.  If  this is to be avoided, the Bar and the
judiciary need to be seen to be institutions which promote
equality and accessibility and adhere to the now fairly
rigorous standards set by equality law and practice which
are presently not always conformed to by the Bar and the
judiciary.

– Karon Monaghan QC, Matrix Chambers, Gray’s Inn

Karon Monaghan QC is a member of  Matrix
Chambers, practising principally in the field of  equality

and discrimination law. She is a Recorder and Deputy
High Court Judge. She is a member of  the Equal

Treatment Advisory Committee of  the Judicial Studies
Board. She was a member of  the Fawcett Society's

Commission on Women in the Criminal Justice System
and special advisor to the Treasury Committee's inquiry

into Women in the City. 
She is author of  Equality Law (OUP).

Comments and reactions to this article are strongly encouraged. – Ed
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Signature of applicant: Date:
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